Eurofleets+ Ship-time and Marine Equipment (SEA) Programme Call “OCEANS”
European and Non-European researchers will have access to cutting edge equipment, which includes 7 ROVs and 5 AUVs.

Eurofleets+ AUV workshop / training
Gothenburg, Sweden | 18-23 Aug 2019 | Deadline: 8 July

Let’s involve youth in the blue and green economy!
EurOcean Member SUBMARINER leads the way or inclusion of young generations in the Baltic Sea region.

Paving the way for the All Atlantic Ocean Research Alliance
Learn how is the Belém Statement being implemented in the whole Atlantic basin under coordination of EurOcean’s Member FCT.
4 Jul 2019
**Navigating the Future V sets top priorities for marine research of the next decade**
The visionary report shows the priorities that ocean research (and its funding) should focus on in the coming decade.

4 Jul 2019
**Five EurOcean Members gather to tackle marine litter resulting from aquaculture**
AQUA-LIT is creating tools, databases and links between stakeholders to prevent and reduce waste produced by the aquaculture sector.

4 Jul 2019
**EurOcean Member IEO will determine the state of exploitation of the sardine and anchovy in the Mediterranean Sea**
The MEDIAS fishing research campaign has just begun in Mediterranean waters.

4 Jul 2019
**State of the Ocean 2019: Highlights from the IMR director’s speech**
The topics covered the health of the ocean, its productivity, plus new challenges and potential for the blue economy.

28 Jun 2019
**EMODnet’s Open Sea Lab II sets sail!**
And this edition promises even more open data, more opportunities and even more excitement than the first one.
28 Jun 2019
**A German Argo Float travels across the Atlantic from Canada to Ireland**
EuroOcean Member Marine Institute was able to trace the owner and help to return the equipment.

4 Jul 2019
**Cephs and Chefs is helping fisheries to be more competitive in the Atlantic**
EuroOcean Member CESAM is promoting ocean literacy and simultaneously enhancing the capacity to deal with European regulation.

4 Jul 2019
**Search for submarine wreck disappeared in 1968 resumed in the Mediterranean**
EuroOcean Member Ifremer is supporting the French Navy in an unprecedented attempt to find the missing wreck.

**MARINE JOBS**
4 Jul 2019
**Looking for a new job in marine sciences and technology?**
Check out several open offers waiting for you.